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Why not “Sachi-chan”?
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Introduction

Three prominent patterns in previous discussions (Mester, 1990; Poser, 1990) of
Japanese nickname (hypocoristic) formation:

• kumiko → kumiĉaN

• masahiro → ma:ĉaN

• sachiko → saĉ:aN

Poser (1990) makes two claims:

• The simple pattern is always possible.

• For names with (C)VtV[+high], the geminated form is preferred.

The present research reports the results of an experiment designed to test these claims
and gives a partial account of the results using an optimality theoretic approach with
variable constraint rankings.
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Background: Constraint Variation in OT

Optimality Theory (OT; Prince and Smolensky, 1993) models grammar in terms of:

• a set of ranked, violable constraints, and

• GEN, a mechanism for generating candidate outputs.

The grammar outputs the candidate that violates the fewest highest-ranking constraints.

(Anttila, 1997) proposes constraint variability as a means of accounting for variable
outputs.

input constraint 2 constraint 1

→ candidate 1 *!

candidate 2 *!

Variable constraint ranking has been used to account for interspeaker variation (i.e.,
dialects; Morris, 1998) as well as intraspeaker variation (Anttila, 1997).
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Background: High-vowel Devoicing

In Japanese, high-vowels which are immediately surround by voiceless consonants are
frequently devoiced (i→ i., u→ u. ).

• haku.Sima (place name)

• seki.sui (company name)

• Si.Tu room

• -maSi.ta (past tense morpheme)

• fu. toN bed mattress

Generalizing,

C[−voi] V[+high] C[−voi] → C[−voi] V. [+high] C[−voi]

Names yielding the geminated nickname form contain a subset of these environments:

s a ĉ i ĉ a N

C1 V1 C2[−voi,−cont,+cor] V2[+high] C[−voi,−cont,+cor] a N

I therefore use Tsuchida’s (2001) OT analysis of high-vowel devoicing as a starting point
for the analysis presented below.
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Stimuli come from (C1)V1C2V2x names.

Phonetic makeup of stimuli vary in two dimensions

• Height of V2

– V2[+high] okinori, uTuki

– V2[−high] asao, Sigesato

• Features of C2

– voiceless coronal stops/affricates (saĉio)

– voiceless noncoronal stops (fukumi)

– voiceless fricatives (kiSiro:)

– voiced obstruents (kazuki)

– nasals (kanetomo)

– glides, liquids (kiyoteru)
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Sample of Names used as Stimuli

Features of C2 V2[+high] V2[−high]

voiceless coronal stops/affricates saĉio otofumi

voiceless noncoronal stops fukumi ĉikatoshi

voiceless fricatives kishiro: asao

voiced obstruents TuguyoSi Sigesato

nasals kimitaka Tunayuki

glides, liquids teruhiko ayao

For each cell, 12 names (6 male, 6 female) were chosen from a book of Japanese baby
names (Tamiya et al., 2001).
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Kishirou (/kiSi#ro:/). His mother has just finished preparing
dinner and is calling him to come and eat. What does she
say?

“ chan, time for dinner!”

What is the first nickname that comes to mind?
What other nicknames come to mind?

Participants (n = 21) were native speakers of Japanese and took the test via a web-based
form, entirely in Japanese.
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/fuka/ *NonHighV[+sg] *VoiceContour *HighV[+sg]

→ fu. ka *

fuka *!
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and V2 is a high vowel. I propose a set of faithfulness constraints based on these specific
features to allow/prevent gemination.

• IdentF-C[pla]

• IdentF-C[voi]
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/mikiko+ĉaN/ MaxIO-V[−high] ... MaxIO-C[−cont] ... *VoiceContour *HighV[+sg] ... MaxIO-V[+high]

→ miki.ĉaN *

mi:ĉaN *!
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Thus, saĉiko → saĉ:aN, because the grammar strongly prefers it.
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• Did not find evidence that the simple form is always available.

• Presented an OT account with variable constraint ranking to explain main
experimental results.



Thank You!
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Discussion: Constraint Hierarchy

*NonHighV[+sg], IdentF-C[voi], IdentF-C[pla], MaxIO-V[−high]

MaxIO-C[−cont]

IdentF-C[cont], MaxIO-C[+cont]

*VoiceContour, *HighV[+sg]

MaxIO-V[+high], AlignL(σ,Ft)



Background: Nickname Formation in Japanese

Nicknames in Japanese are formed by truncation of a root name to a bimoraic stem and
suffixation of a dimunitive morpheme.

Common diminutives

• Kobayashi Sachiko → saĉ:aN

• -kun

• Sakai Noriko → noripi:

• -ĉi:

In the present research, focus is on -ĉaN.



Background

Phonemic Inventory of Japanese
and Orthographic Representation

Vowels

+high -high
i u a e o

Consonants

-voice +voice
stops p t k b d g r
affricates ĉ T j
fricatives s S h f z
nasals m n N
liquids/glides w y





Background: Nickname Formation in Japanese

Poser (1990) make two claims about nickname formation:

• The simple form is possible for all names.

• When C2 = t and V2 is a high-vowel, then the geminated form is preferred.

These claims are tested in the present research.
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Discussion
Thus, the following polymorphemic constructions are derived.

/koku+kai/ IdentF-C[pla] IdentF-C[voi] MaxIO-V[−high] *VoiceContour *HighV[+sg] MaxIO-V[+high]
koku.kai *!

kokukai *!

kokugai *!

→ kok:ai *
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[Note: this is not a comprehensive account of gemination in polymorphemic
constructions. There are other environments which result in gemination: haĉi + hyaku =
hap:yaku; haĉi + sai = has:ai.]


